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Greater Denver Area, CO, US
Transformational Architect | Leadership Speaker | Personal Development Expert | Serial Entrepreneur and CEO

Biography
Be Ordinary or Be Extraordinary: It's Your Choice!
“Let’s get to know each other—there’s an urgent need for more effective leadership in our families,
organizations and communities. It needs and deserves our constant, consistent and committed efforts to develop
ourselves personally and professionally.
I’ve initiated a powerful conversation about leadership and personal effectiveness at
http:www.extraordinarypeople.com.. You’re invited to join in—to learn and to contribute. You can subscribe to
my blog for insight into what I’m thinking and experiencing; and separately subscribe to receive my “An
Extraordinary Minute” weekly emails (pithy nuggets of knowledge you can read in one minute or less!) …. the
only fee is your participation!
You can also connect to me on Facebook, Twitter or YouTube.
Of course you can contact me and any of our team members directly about executive team effectiveness
development, speaking, executive coaching or leadership training.
Remember, you can choose to be extraordinary!” What's next for you and your organization? Are we the
interruption you need?
Transformational Architect for Business Executives, Success Coach, Motivational Speaker, Author, Personal
Development Expert, Serial Entrepreneur, Training Junkie, former President, Mind Dynamics Inc. Founder and
President, Lifespring,Inc. and ARC International Ltd. Lived and worked in Japan and Hong Kong for 13 years.
Co Author: One World, One People. Author: Living an Extraordinary Life.
Interested in meeting and speaking for Senior Executives and working with them and their teams for
accelerated growth as a leaders, business success and living integrated, extraordinary lives.
Specialties: I work with senior executives where repetitive problems or significant opportunities exist and
where increased executive and team focus, alignment and commitment would make a positive, measurable
difference. Not incremental improvement but a genuine transformation of attitudes, habits and behaviors.

Availability
Keynote, Moderator, Panelist, Workshop, Host/MC, Corporate Training

Industry Expertise
Corporate Leadership, Professional Training and Coaching, Direct Marketing

Areas of Expertise
Personal Development, Leadership and Team Development, Emotional Intelligence

Affiliations
The Desmond Tutu Peace Foundation Board of Directors, Plant It 2020 Board of Directors, Baden Powell
Fellow of the World Scout Foundation, Fellow of the World Business Academy

Sample Talks
Achieving Extraordinary Leadership
A highly interactive session with useable take-a-ways which coaches the audience how to use a specific skill to
dramatically impact their leadership effectiveness at home, in the workplace and in their communities.

Education
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
Beer Speech and Communication
Babson College

Accomplishments
Founder, Lifespring Inc.
Founded, led and sold Lifespring Inc., a provider of an integrated system of high-impact experiential seminars
with over 700,000 graduates.
Founder, ARC International Ltd
Founded and led this provider of high-impact experiential personal growth seminars with over 600,00 graduates
in Japan, Taiwan, Philippines, Korea, Hong Kong, Singapore and Sydney. We also did corporate culture
change work worldwide for companies like Chase Bank, Progressive Insurance, Duke Energy, DKNY (Donna
Karan New York), AT&T and Textron.
2011 Earphones Award Winner: Best Spoken Word Personal Development Program
This award is presented by AudioFile Magazine for the eight hour audio program (available digitally or in CD
format) plus 53 page "Owner's Manual" titled "Achieving Extraordinary Success."

Testimonials

Judy Fahrenkrog
Robert's unique ability to motivate not just one individual but a large group, corporation or convention is
outstanding. I have known Robert since he was the President and CEO of ARC International. I heard him speak
once at a conference with the Ambassador from Japan and he was not only informative but highly entertaining.
If you need a boost in your personal, professional or corporate business life, Robert is your extraordinary leader.

John Denver
“My seminar experience gave me a clearer sense of what my life is about, what is possible, what an incredible
gift life is. Part of me always wanted to go one way while another part wanted another. After the seminar, I’ve
been clear about my focus. It seems like everything in my life is working in alignment toward that focus. It’s
very exciting and I’m very proud of the song I wrote to celebrate my experience – ‘The Gift You Are.’ Robert
White has made a real difference in my life, and in the lives of thousands of people around the world. I am
grateful and recommend his work without hesitation.”
James D. Prock
Thank you for speaking at our annual training for our directors for the Planned Giving Business Unit of the
ACS. I heard many directors state the time with you was so meaningful to them and that they will go home
ready to have their best year in production. You communicated with us in a very special way. The session you
organized for us to share with each other what we recognize in each other that is positive was very meaningful.
Thank you for taking the time to share with us.
William Burwell
You did an outstanding job of connecting with our managers as someone who has “been there and done that.”
They clearly received you as both an expert they could learn from and someone they could identify with as an
operating executive. Your wit and wisdom plus the practical exercises you designed and led, left our team
inspired and eager to use what they learned the very next day. It’s been a challenging time for the entire
hospitality industry and I’m pleased to report that within that environment, our managers are performing better
than ever.
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